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The Political Mandate

Bring dignity to the poorest citizens of the City of Johannesburg
by providing decent housing and eradicating informal
settlements by 2014, in line with MDG goals and the ideal of a
“nation free of slums”

Sobering realities

•

At least 180 shack settlements in Joburg with 220 000 households

•

Together with backyard shacks & displaced hostel dwellers about 350 000
households live informally

•

At least one in every four of Joburg’s citizens fall outside the regulatory
system of government and don’t have the protection in terms of health and
safety enjoyed in formal areas

•

Despite delivery of 20 000 subsidised units per annum, the growth of
informal settlement population significantly exceeds that of average city
growth

•

To accommodate growth and meet backlogs by 2014, 60 000 subsidised
units required per annum

The backlogs are growing…
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Swings and roundabouts….
•
•
•
•

The residents of informal settlements are in a permanent state of
legal-social insecurity
Individuals have little incentive to invest
Levels of public sector servicing is, at best, basic
There are frequently high risks in terms of safety
BUT

•
•

Informal settlement provides a safety valve in the urban system accommodation for new entrants, non-qualifiers & the very poorest
& provides shelter flexibility for diverse forms of households
Provides for those the formal system is unable or unwilling to
accommodate

Huge diversity

•

No formula as informal settlement take diverse forms

•

In Jo’burg size ranges from 30 to 15 000 households

•

Some settlements are safe and well located but others are marginal and
hazardous

•

Some are well established and organised while others are socially fractious

•

Densities vary enormously

Houtkoppen with about 1000 households

Happy Valley with 30
households

Diepsloot Reception Area with 28 000
households

A conventional approach to
addressing informal settlement

•

Containment

•

Relocation and greenfields development (RDP housing)

•

Some in situ upgrades using township establishment procedures

TOWNSHIP ESTABLISHMENT – Section 108
Council Township – Ordinance 1986
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Current limitations to our approach

•
•
•
•
•

The rate of delivery of formal houses is not sufficient to make a
significant impact on the existing level of informality
Formal housing schemes generally don’t address the historical nonqualifiers & lack the flexibility of informal settlement
Township establishment procedures are lengthy & complex and
require high skill levels
Containment without proactive responses to urbanisation leads to
‘hidden settlement’
Very little consolidation of existing settlement evident (the
expectation is state-provided shelter)

Thinking differently?

Can we find an approach (supported by the necessary legal
instruments and administrative mechanisms) that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unlocks State and household investment before lengthy township
establishment processes are concluded
Encourages residents to make their own contributions to upgrading property
and home
Provides an appropriate and enforceable regulatory framework for safety &
security
Is incremental and flexible
Is administratively simple and tailored to capacity for implementation
Builds citizenship

Thinking differently?

•

There are lessons from South African experience & instruments
already within existing legislation e.g. the Durban case, LFTEA, the
‘beneficial occupier’ status in the DFA, and the initial ownership and
tenure upgrades in Sections 30 & 42 of the DFA

•

There are however also valuable international case-studies e.g.
Zambia, the Philippines, Brazil

•

The Brazilian experience was especially influential in the Jo’burg
case (2008 study tour)

Images of favelas

The Brazil Case I

•

The Statute of the Cities (2001) provides a range of instruments to
support favela regularisation & upgrading.

•

A national programme run by the Ministry of the Cities supports
‘Sustainable Urban Land Regularisation’

•

The primary responsibility however lies with the municipalities (e.g.
Favela Bairra in Rio and Ribeira Azul in Salvador)

•

There is a strong role for civil society (e.g. National Movement for
Urban Form was a powerful coalition of civil society, mobilising for
the rights of the poor to the city)

The Brazil Case II

The Approach to Informality
•
•
•
•

Favelas are accepted as an integral part of the city but…
Informality is not romanticised-it is not the ‘final destination’
The focus is on extending an appropriate regulatory framework to ensure health
and safety, and rights and access
The ultimate aim is the integration of settlements into the mainstream urban
fabric (nucleos urbanos)

The Nature of the Problem
•

•

It is not considered to be a ‘housing problem’, as residents build their own
houses, as individuals or in association (there is no expectation that the state will
supply houses)
The focus of municipal intervention is on legal regularisation, investment in
infrastructure and public space, and social development

The Brazil Case III

Instruments for Regularisation & Development
•

Special Zones for Public Interest (ZEIS)

•

Usucap io (a legal prescription to get title after 5 years occupation)

•

New forms of title (e.g. Concession of the right to use)

•

Compulsory subdivision and development of land

•

Right to pre-emption (municipality’s first right of refusal to purchase
land)

Joburg’s new approach
•

On 25 April 2008 Council adopted a new approach to “INFORMAL
SETTLEMENT FORMALISATION AND UPGRADE” aimed at ensuring
that all settlements within the City have legal status by 2014 (if not long
before) and that levels of services are substantially upgraded.

•

Hazardously positioned and spatially fragmented settlements still to be relocated
to greenfields development

•

Township establishment processes aimed at in situ upgrades continue but fasttrack regularisation processes introduced to accelerate recognition

•

Incremental systems for providing tenure security recognised

•

A city-wide integrated Informal Settlement Formalisation and Upgrading
Programme introduced championed by the Departments of Development Planning
& Urban Management and Housing

The two key processes

Formalisation: Refers in this context to legal processes where townships are
created (township establishment) with formal services through which
residents obtain formal security of tenure. This normally includes the
development of top structures (RDP houses).
Regularisation: Includes interim measures to recognise informal settlements
and promote a degree of tenure security for individuals. It includes:
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that all settlements are either owned by the State or permission has
been obtained from the land owners for recognition;
That the settlement is not in conflict with any Town Planning Scheme (The
relevant Town Planning Schemes are being amended to cater for this aspect)
That each settlement has access to basic municipal services
That each settlement can be managed in terms of regular service provision such
as refuse collection, containment, etc.

Setting up the Programme

•

High level political support (Executive Mayor is a champion of the
programme)

•

Informal Settlement Formalisation and Upgrading Steering
Committee (Planning, Housing, Infrastructure Services, Environment, Health,
Community Development, Joburg Water, City Power)

•

A small Regularisation Unit with technical expertise

•

Intergovernmental co-ordination (provincial involvement in Steering
Committee)

Programme definition

•

The programme has been classified into the following 5 categories:

CATEGORY

NR OF
SETTLEMENTS

Upgrading Projects (COJ Housing)

73

Relocation Projects (COJ Housing)

17

Regularisation Projects (DP&UM)

20

Programme linked settlements (COJ Housing)

23

Settlements NOT linked to programmes of
Projects (DP&UM)

47

TOTAL
* Subject to changes with refinement

180*

Category definition

•

Category One: In situ upgrading using formal township
establishment procedures (work needed to resolve technical
issues around opening of registers, service clearances etc)

•

Category Two: Relocation projects to greenfields housing e.g.
to Lehae, Cosmo, Lufhereng, Pennyville

•

Category Three: Fast-track regularisation projects involving the
resolution of land ownership and land use, incremental tenure
systems, and infrastructure upgrade

•

Category Four: Programme-linked where settlements will be
addressed through an existing or new integrated area-based
programme e.g. Alexandra Renewal Project

•

Category Five: Resolution still uncertain with feasibility studies
underway

Objectives of regularisation

•

To bring a level of security to residents within informal settlements
other than through the long and often tedious formal township
establishment processes.

•

To include all settlements into an appropriate regulatory framework
for the purposes of health and safety and for creating an
environment conducive to investment by the state and by private
individuals

•

To provide a framework for the incremental upgrading of services
and quality of life

Regularisation includes…
•

Providing tenure security through resolving issues of land ownership &
providing individuals with a right to occupy

•

Resolving the illegality of land use through amendments to the town
planning scheme

•

Providing a basic regulatory framework to secure health and safety

•

Introducing a simple settlement layout to facilitate provision of services
and infrastructure & also to demarcate occupation

•

Upgrading services incrementally (water, sewer, lighting, roads,
emergency access, refuse collection)

Regularisation Process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A feasibility investigation to determine initial suitability for regularisation
(scan of location, infrastructure availability, natural environment etc.)
Negotiations with land owner (if privately owned)
An amendment to the town planning scheme to give legal recognition
(‘transitional settlement area’)
The preparation of a basic layout plan through a participatory process &
a business plan for service upgrade
The opening of a register linking all structures to the layout plan
Registration of shacks and households
Provision of tenurial certificates
Incremental service upgrading (possibly some settlement reorganisation)
Also development office on site & facilitate micro-financing

The Regulatory Mechanism
The ‘Transitional Residential Settlement Area’ is introduced by way of an
Amendment Scheme within an existing Town Planning Scheme
Properties within such areas are governed by conditions listed under an
Annexure to the Scheme which include:
•
•
•
•
•

The requirement to prepare a draft layout plan
The requirement that every structure be identified and numbered & a register be
opened
The identification of non-residential uses
The introduction of appropriate building regulations (e.g reference to SABS 0400
& SABS 0401)
The requirement that new structures and change of use requires permission
from Council (simple procedure)

Progress to date
•
•
•
•

Amendment Schemes have been proclaimed for 20 settlements
Basic layout plans have been prepared for a number of these
settlements
Ownership issues are largely resolved
Community participation commenced

BUT THREE UNRESOLVED ISSUES
•
•
•

The level and format of services to be provided to each regularised
settlement
The technical format of the registration system
How to deal with the issue of the right to occupy and use the land in
relation to registered ownership

How do we register & demarcate?

How do we register & demarcate?

A system to register shelters &
occupants
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do we subdivide into individual stands using GPS co-ordinates?
Do we use groups of structures?
Do we use polygons?
How do we link into existing systems and processes? (e.g.
Joburg’s Land Information System)
What information do we record on each household?
Should we send occupants bills? (not necessarily for charging
but so occupants can use proof of residence for bank accounts,
micro-financing, promoting citizenry etc)

Subdivided Individual Stands

Polygons

• Capture of units located on Surveyed stand
(GIS & LIS)

The same principle as sectional
title….

The cluster

Attribute data

Info attached to each point
• Ref Code: TOIR 6542 888 0000000030001000 0000
• Owner Name:
• Owner ID:
• Occupation Date:
• Number of Occupants:
The reference code can be utilised by utilities to link services

What rights are acquired?

• The right to occupy and use
• The right to services
• The right to invest and upgrade
• BUT does include the right to transfer “ownership”?

Pitfalls/ Risks

•

Will residents trust the tenure arrangement sufficiently to invest?

•

Will a programme that does not necessarily lead to full title and
housing be accepted by communities? (a “second hand solution”)

•

Will mindsets in government change sufficiently to accept an
incrementalist approach?

•

Legitimacy requires delivery – how possible during this period of
financial crunch

Conclusion
•

The reality of growing informality despite the housing subsidy
programme requires a serious rethink

•

Long legal processes may be necessarily to secure full formalisation
(short cuts are often dangerous)

•

BUT, incrementalist and interim solutions are arguably the appropriate
pragmatic response under the circumstances

•

The ‘Joburg model’ (drawing as it does on Brazil and other experience)
may offer clues as to how this can be done

•

Important that we have more local experimentation

